.taipei Reserved and Restricted Names Policy
This Policy sets forth the rules concerning reserved and restricted names in
the .taipei Top Level Domain.


Reserved Names

The .taipei Registry may reserve names in its sole discretion. Only a person or entity
that has been allocated a Reserved Name by the Registry may use it. This reserved
name list is subject to revision at the Registry’s discretion. The reserved Names may
include:
1. Terms associated with the official tasks and duties of the Taipei City Government
and its officials, including but not limited to names of departments, offices, or
agencies, and including their official abbreviation or customary shortened form
or other names or terms that are commonly used to identify or describe them
2. Terms associated with Taipei’s regional and local government services.
3. Terms associated with government services.
4. Terms included in Specification 5 of the Registry Agreement for the .taipei Top
Level Domain between ICANN and the Registry. (include but not limited to the
following name: Example, two character labels, Country and Territory Names,
International Red Cross and Crescent Movement, Intergovernmental
Organizations). ICANN will update the list from time to time and make it available
at
https://www.icann.org/sites/default/files/packages/reserved-names/ReservedN
ames.xml.
5. Terms associated with important historical and cultural attractions, public spaces,
landmarks and sites of Taipei.
6. Terms associated with the promotion of Taipei to a local, national and
international audience.
7. Terms that determined by the Registry to carry a premium value.
8. One character label.
9.
10. Names listed in domain name collisions list published by ICANN.
 Restricted Names
The Registry may block certain names or terms from registration at the Registry’s
discretion or in accordance with applicable law or ICANN Policies. This reserved

name list is subject to revision at the Registry’s discretion. The reserved Names may
include:
1. Terms related to insult or libel Taipei City Government.
2. Terms related to propagate obscenity, pornography, gambling, violence, murder
or fear or incite the commission of crimes.

